PADSTOW SCHOOL
YEAR 4 SPELLINGS - AUTUMN 2 2018
Spelling objective:
Objectives that are in pink are a Y3/Y4 statutory requirement and individual words highlighted pink are from the Y3/Y4 statutory spelling list. The additional sets either: revise
previously visited spelling rules from lower year groups; practise a spelling rule linked to a Y3/Y4 statutory spelling word or relate to a word, sentence or punctuation objective from
the English Appendix 2 of the NC 2014. Each set of spellings contains 10 words linked to the objective. Children will need to learn how to spell these words and their meaning so
they can be used correctly - we will be concentrating on this in class. At home, children should practise by using them in sentences.
Week 1
Week 2
Week 3
Week 4
Week 5
Week 6
Week 7
Week 8
WB 29/10/18
WB 5/11/18
WB 12/11/18
WB 19/11/18
WB 26/11/18
WB 3/12/18
WB 10/12/18
WB 17/12/18

Words with a
/shuhn/ sound,
spelt with ‘sion’
(if root word ends
in ‘se’, ‘de’ or ‘d’)

Words with a
/shuhn/ sound,
spelt with ‘ssion’
(if root word ends
in ‘ss’ or ‘mit’)

Words with a /
shuhn/ sound,
spelt with ‘tion’
(if root word ends
in ‘te’ or ‘t' / or has
no definite root)

Words with a
/shuhn/ sound,
spelt with ‘cian’
(if root word ends
in ‘c’ or ‘cs’)

Words with ‘ough’
to make a long
‘o’; ‘oo’ or ‘aw’
sound

Statutory
Spellings
Challenge
Words

Review and
Assess week

Consolidation of
spellings learnt
this term.

expansion

expression

invention

musician

though

interest

No new spellings.

extension

discussion

injection

politician

although

experiment

comprehension

confession

action

electrician

dough

potatoes

Week 7:
Practise any tricky spellings
from this term.

tension

permission

question

magician

through

favourite

corrosion

admission

mention

mathematician

breakthrough

imagine

supervision

transmission

attraction

dietician

thought

material

fusion

profession

translation

statistician

bought

promise

conclusion

possession

devotion

technician

brought

opposite

persuasion

depression

position

clinician

fought

minute

suspension

impression

solution

beautician

ought

increase

Week 8:
Practise any spellings from last
half term.

